The chain range-join of k sets, S 
(1) i e (2) i are xed constants, 1 i k ? 1 . This paper presents an e cient parallel algorithm for computing the k-set chain range-join in hypercube computers. The proposed algorithm applies the technique of permutation-based range-join 10] and works by joining data sets one by one along the chain. To compute the range-join of k sets S 1 , S 2 , , S k in a hypercube of p processors, The problem of k-set chain range-join is to compute another set whose elements are those tuples (s 1 ; s 2 ; ; s k ) in the Cartesian product of k given data sets, S 0 , S 1 , , S k?1 , such that the (absolute value) di erence between s i+1 and s i is within the range e (1) i , e (2) i ], where 0 e (1) i e (2) i are xed constants (bounds), 1 i k ? 1. When k = 2 the k-set chain range-join problem is the standard (2-set) range-join problem raised in 10] . When e (2) i = 0, 1 i k ?1, k-set chain range-join becomes This work was partially supported by Australia Research Council under its Small Grants Scheme.
k-set equijoin 12] which is the ordinary join operation in most cases. For simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume that elements in R and S are all numbers.
Covering both equijoin and non-equijoin, range-join is an important operation with wide applications in database management, information processing and statistics. There have been enormous results on sequential and parallel equijoin 1-4, 6-8, 13] and most of them use hash-based join technique which has been shown to be most e ective and promising for equijoin. Few results are known on non-equijoin for which the hash-based join technique is ine ective 5, 10-11]. There have been two alternative techniques proposed for computing the range-join of two sets, one called permutation-based join 10] and the other namely selection-based join 11]. As to the k-set chain range-join problem raised in this paper, no result has been known yet.
In this paper, we present an e cient parallel algorithm for solving the k-set chain range-join problem that runs in a hypercube SIMD machine without shared memory or disk. Below are some usual assumptions on a hypercube computer which are followed in this paper:
Hypercube is an SIMD (Single Instruction-stream and Multiple Data-stream) machine without shared memory.
Each processor has a local memory of size O( P p ), where P is the problem size (a function on input-size and output-size). It has also a local disk of xed size. Each processor can perform the following operations in constant time: conventional arithmetic and logic operations, data comparison, transferring a ( xedsized) block of data to a neighbouring processor, and writing a block of data to local disk.
The k-set chain range-join is de ned as follows:
De nition 1 Let S 1 , S 2 , , S k be k sets containing n 1 , n 2 , , n k elements respectively, e (1) i and e (2) i constants (0 e (1) i e (2) i , 1 i k). The chain range-join 
The size of set T depends entirely on the data distribution in S 1 , S 2 , , S k .
The following theorem gives a trivial lower bound of time complexity in the worst case (data distribution):
i e (1) i S i+1 in the worst case is (k Q k i=1 n i ) and it is tight.
The correctness of the lemma is trivial since the range-join of S 1 , S 2 , , S k will have Q k i=1 n i tuples, each having k components, in the worst case when all elements in S i match every element in S i+1 for 1 i k ? 1. 3 The algorithm
Let data sets S 1 , S 2 , , S k be each distributed evenly over p processors in a hypercube, p = 2 d jS i j = n i , and processor P j holds S j i , where 0 i k and 0 j p ? 1. We are required to compute the chain range-join of S 1 , S 2 , , S k :
The basic idea of our algorithm is the following:
Permute S k?1 in the hypercube such that all its subsets meet S v k at processor (1)
As AND and COMPLEMENT are conventional logic operations which each processor in a hypercube can provide, Equation (1) is computed in constant time. Consequently, by Theorem 1 the dimension number for the qth data permuting can be computed in constant time, 1 q p ? 1. Remark Computing w 0 by Equation (1) is needed only for those q that are even and have more than one\1" bit in their binary representations, since it is trivial that w 0 = 0 for odd q, and w 0 = log q for q = 2 k , 0 < k t ? 1 Let Y be a set whose elements are tuples of arity r. Assume that we are given a sequential procedure SEQSORT(Y ) that sorts all tuples in Y in nondecreasing order of their rst components, and a sequential binary-search procedure SEARCH(Y , x, h) that searches for the correct position of x in sorted sequence Y and outputs position (h) such that y h x y h+1 . Clearly the time complexity is O(rjY j log jY j) for SEQSORT and O(log jY j) for SEARCH.
Given two sets A and B, where A's elements are single data items and B's elements are tuples of arity r, the following procedure realises sequential range-join of A and B w.r.t. the rst component which will be used for local range-join at each processor in our parallel algorithm. Following the basic idea described before, our hypercube parallel algorithm for computing the range-join of S 1 , S 2 , , S k is presented as follows.
Algorithm CUBE-CHAIN-RANGE-JOIN(S 1 , , S k , e (1) The correctness of the procedure is apparent from the comments interspersed with the procedure. The time complexity of the algorithm is analysed as follows:
Step 1 needs time O( nk p );
Step 2.1.1 needs time O((k ? t)jT i t+1 j log jT i t+1 j); 
In one worst case when all elements in S t+1 are distinct and match each element in S t for t = k?1; k?2; ; 1 
In another worst case when all elements in S t+1 are equal and match each element in S t , k ? 1 t 1, the rst item in the above equation will disappear as sorting of T i+1 can be simply In summary, we have the following main theorem:
Theorem 2 Let sets S 1 , S 2 , , S k be each distributed evenly over p processors in a hypercube, where p jS t j = n t and processor P i holds subsets S i t , where 1 t k and 0 i p ? 1 
Concluding remarks
Computing the range-join of data sets is an interesting problem with important applications in many elds. In this paper we have addressed the problem of kset chain range-join which is de ned as that of computing a set containing all ktuples whose components are elements of k given data sets and in each of which each pair of neighbouring components have a di erence within a given range. The k-set chain range-join problem is a general form of the conventional range-join. We have proposed an e cient parallel algorithm for solving the k-set chain rangejoin problem in hypercube computers. Our algorithm is based on the technique of permutation-based range-join described in 10] and works by joining sets one by one along the chain. To compute the chain range-join of k sets S 1 , S 2 , , S k in an SIMD hypercube computer of p processors with O( Like the algorithm in 10], the proposed algorithm will also work correctly in the case when jS i j < p and p jS j j for i = 1 ; 2 ; ; t and j = t+1 ; t+2 ; ; k , where f 1 ; 2 ; ; k g is a permutation of f1; 2; ; kg. We leave the poof to the reader.
Our algorithm is designed for the usual case data distribution: S i is distributed evenly over p processors of the hypercube. Below are the solutions for other typical cases of data distribution: (i) If S i is stored in processor P i?1 of the hypercube, 1 i k, the k-set chain range-join of S 1 , S 2 , , S k can be computed simply by repeatedly (log k phases) pair-wise sequentially joining S 2j and S 2j+1 for j = 0 to k 2 in parallel, with necessary data movements following each phase.
(ii) If S i is stored in subcube C i?1 of the hypercube, where 1 i k and C 0 , C 1 , , C k?1 are disjointed and have equal size, the k-set chain range-join of S 1 , S 2 , , S k can be computed similarly as (i), with each sequential join being replaced by parallel join on C i using the algorithm given in 10].
(iii) Let S = fS 1 ; S 2 ; ; S k g = t?1 j=0 S j and S i \ S j = ; for any i 6 = j. If the sets in S j are each distributed evenly over all processors in C j , 0 j t ? 1, the k-set chain range-join of S 1 , S 2 , , S k can be computed by rst joining the sets S j in C j using the proposed algorithm in this paper for j = 0 to t ? 1 in parallel; then, after necessary data movements, joining the resulting sets in the same way as described in (ii).
